
 
New Items - June 2021 

CHILDREN'S BOOKS 
Click on book cover or titles to see if book is available. 

Sign into your library card account - CLICK HERE 

Please call or email if you would like an assistant to put it on hold for you. 

Call: 608-759-2665       Email: circ@bentonpubliclibrary.com
The word collector 
by Peter H. Reynolds  

The best-selling creator of The Dot presents an inspiring story about
the transformative power of words, depicting a young boy who
discovers the magic of words all around him and their ability to
connect, transform and empower.

Miss Rumphius 
by Barbara Cooney  

As a child Great-aunt Alice Rumphius resolved that when she grew up
she would go to faraway places, live by the sea in her old age, and do
something to make the world more beautiful--and she does all those
things, the last being the most difficult of all

Black is a rainbow color 
by Angela Joy  

A child reflects on the meaning of being Black in this moving and
powerful anthem about a people, a culture, a history and a legacy that
lives on.

Zonia's rain forest 
by Juana Martinez-Neal  

Enjoying days spent with animal friends near her home in the Amazon,
young Zonia wonders what to do on a day when the rainforest calls out
to her for help, in a lushly illustrated story that is complemented by
back matter about the Asháninka community. Illustrations.
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The good egg 
by Jory John  

A follow-up to The Bad Seed finds a good egg striving to do everything
right while the other eggs in his carton prove themselves rather rotten,
a distinction that leads him to crack under the pressure of always being
Grade-A perfect. 150,000 first printing

Nana Fatou goes to school 
by Tricia Elam Walker  

An evocative celebration of cultural diversity finds young Zura
participating in Grandparents Day at her elementary school by
introducing her classmates to her West African grandmother, who
explains to the students why her traditional facial tattoos are special.
Illustrations.

Sheepish : (Wolf under cover) 
by Helen Yoon  

When Wolf disguises himself as a sheep and infiltrates the friendly
neighborhood herd, helping with chores, reading bedtime stories to the
lambs, and working up a sweat in sheep aerobics class, Wolf's sneaky
disguise is not as convincing as he thinks

This is not my hat 
by J. Klassen  

A follow-up to the award-winning I Want My Hat Back follows the antics
of a tiny fish who wears a perfectly fitting round blue hat while trying
to avoid an enormous sleeping fish.

Library lion 
by Michelle Knudsen  

A lion starts visiting the local library but runs into trouble as he tries to
both obey the rules and help his librarian friend

The quiltmaker's gift 
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by Jeff Brumbeau  

When a generous quiltmaker finally agrees to make a quilt for a greedy
king but only under certain conditions, she causes him to undergo a
change of heart

Sylvester and the magic pebble 
by William Steig  

Enhanced with bright illustrations, a revised 1970 Caldecott Medal
winner provides a new generation with the classic tale about shy
Sylvester the donkey, his discovery of a magical pebble, and the very
special wishes he makes with it. A Caldecott Medal book.

Inch by inch 
by Leo Lionni  

A commemorative release of the Caldecott Honor-winning book by the
late Society of Illustrators Lifetime Achievement-winning author follows
the experiences of a resourceful green inchworm whose ability to
measure anything is challenged by a singing nightingale.
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